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Despite the fact that Hong Kong has become a leading
financial centre, its manufacturing industry is still the
backbone of its economy. The manufacturing sector has been
contributing more than 20% of local GNP value.
Hong Kong's industry is essentially composed of small
factories. Over 90% of the industrial establishments are
small manufacturing enterprises with less than 100 workers.
These small factories have somewhat different
characteristics from the larger companies, and their
financing sources are an interesting area of study.
In this research project, I interviewed several
small-to-medium sized factory owners/managers, and studied
their common types of capital investment decisions and their
methods of financing.
In the short term, the small owners tend to depend on
credit line facilities from banks and the trade credits of
their suppliers. In the long term, internal financing is
the major source of funds for their investments, while bank
loans provide secondary and medium-term financing. There
are some other minor sources of financing for the small
factories too, and these are discussed in detail in the
report.
Although there are different kinds of problems in
financing the operations of small factories, I find that
financing is not a general problem for the small owners.
Those whose businesses are going well usually have little or
no difficulty in obtaining external finance.
This research report also includes a discussion of the
views and the role of bankers on local small industries, as
well as a brief description of the Hong Kong Government's
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FOREWORD
In the autumn of 1985, I started thinking of the topic
for my business research course. Personally, with an
inclination towards the manufacturing sector, I would like
to work in a field related to the sector, so as to fulfil my
course requirement as well as to 'connect' my knowledge in
business administration with industry. This project is
focussed on the finance side of 'small manufacturing
entreprises' (SMEs) for several reasons:
i. the small entreprises have always out-numbered the
medium and large manufacturing businesses
ii. owing to my summer job experience of working in
financial and accounting matters of a small factory,
I am more interested in the finance problems of SMEs
rather than the various other problem areas, such as
labour, market, or technology etc.
iii. there have been very few studies on the local SMEs
the most recent one was that of Dr. Sit's survey in
1979(1), which widely covered the salient
characteristics of local SMEs and gave us a profile
of the small entrepreneurs. However, with elapsed of
time and change of environment, the research may be
already outdated and there is a need for new work
iv. due to limited resources, it would be more fruitful
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for me to concentrate on a small segment in the
field
V.
lastly, it is assumed by my adviser and I that the
financial features of the SMEs are significantly
different from the medium and large ones, who must
have borrowed the Western financial management
techniques to a certain extent, as they are always
able to employ professionals to work for them.
(1) Dr. Victor F.S. Sit, Small Scale Industry in a
Laissez-faire Economy: A Hong Kong Case Study, 1979
edition, by the Centre of Asian Studies of University of
Hong Kong. The study also examined the policies on SMEs
and the support system of them.
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During the fifties and sixties, Hong Kong was
successfully transformed from an entrepot into a thriving
industrial economy. It was the manufacturing sector that
had fostered Hong Kong to become one of the famous,
fast-growing countries in the world. In the seventies, with
the lifting of the banking moratorium, Hong Kong rapidly
underwent a second transformation into a financial centre.
The GDP value due to the financial sector is now close to
that of the manufacturing sector. (See table 1.1) However,
this does not mean that the local financial institutions are
going to 'substitute' for the deep-rooted industrial basis
in fact, both are working parallel to each other and are
contributing a significant portion of the GDP value of Hong
Kong.
When the Hong Kong people were concentrating upon the
financial centre issue, the manufacturing sector was little
mentioned, except for a few occasional cries for product
diversification. Moreover, observing its laissez-faire
policy, the Hong Kong government has only offered sympathy
and very limited backing facilities to the industry. As a
result, the value of Hong Kong's manufacturing production
per capita fell behind, as compared with other Asian
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Table 1.1
Percentage Contribution of Manufacturing, Financing and
Wholesale Sector in the Period Between 1980 and 1983
Sector 1980 1981 1982 1983
Manuf ac tur in 23.9 22.8 20.6 22.7
Financing 22.9 23.8 22.5 17.8
Wholesale 20.4 19.4 19.1 19.5
Including financing, insurance, real estate and business
services
Including wholesale and retail, import/export trades,
restaurants and hotels
Source: extracted from 1985 Hong Kong Annual Digest of
Statistics.
Table 1.2
Value of Manufacturing Production in Selected Developing
Asian Countries
1982 1983
US$Mn Per Capita(US$) Per Capita(US$)US $Mn
Hong Kong 6,240 1,193 6,069 1,143
Indonesia 11,612 75
Korea 18,925 481
Malaysia 2514,693 326 3,699




Source: Calculated from the data in Asia Corporate Profile &
National Finance 1985 the GDP of the countries were
converted to US, dollars through the average
dollar-prices. (Note: the figures in this table are
for general indicative purposes only, as the figures
are subject to errors involved in currency convertion
and rounding.)
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countries, and, in 1982, dropped to the second place among
the 'Four Asian Little Dragons'. (See table 1.2.)
In fact, over 90% of Hong Kong's manufacturing
establishemnts are small manufacturing enterprises (SMEs)
with less than 100 employees. Hence, we should pay more
attention to the small industrial units if we want to
improve the local industrial output.
In this report, the remaining parts of Chapter One will
briefly discuss the trend of SMEs over the years, define the
scopes and objectives of this research and describe the
methodology that has been used. Chapter Two will give
background information on the companies studied and draw out
the common types of investment decisions in the small
manufacturing sector. The next chapter then goes on to
explain their usual methods of financing, both short-term
and long-term, and the specific financing problems of small
factories. Chapter Four tries to examine the banking
sector's and the government's view on SMEs. Finally,
Chapter Five concludes the findings and suggests a few
recommendations.
Before we go into the next section, let us first define
an SME.
There are generally two approaches of definition: the
functional approach and the statistical approach.(1) The
functional approach tries to classify factory size with some
criteria which may be internal or external to the industrial
organization. The internal criteria refer to the degree of
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specialization and bureaucratization while the external
criteria are the degree of strength with respect to the
external environment e,g. market share in economic terms.
This approach entails difficulties in measurement and often
leads to the risk of confusing size with performance. The
use of distinctively measurable statistical criteria are
more often used for ease of measurement and reasonable
accuracy. However, any statistical measurement will
inevitably be arbitrary because there is not a measuring
unit which can ensure that categorized 'small businesses'
would contain all the economic and management
characteristics mentioned above. Despite such a
shortcoming, the use of a statistical measurement is still a
satisfactory one.
Throughout this report, an industrial unit will be
considered small if it employs less than 100 persons. Those
employing 100 to less than 500 workers are considered as
medium size. Factories other than these two categories are
considered as large plants.
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Small Manufacturing Enterprises in Hong Kong
Many people may ignore the SMEs and think that they are
worthless and must, sooner or later, be driven out of the
competitive environment. This section examines the
development of SMEs over the past years and their role in
Hong Kong's economy, which would be helpful for some of the
readers to understand the importance of SMEs.
First, let us look at table 1.3. In this table, we can
see that SMEs have been a major segment in the manufacturing
sector. Although the percentage decreased from 94.1% in
1951 to 93.1% in 1971, there was a steady increase in the
proportion of SMEs, where the percentage rose up to 96.9% in
1980. On the contrary, with the expansion of the small
industries, the medium and large industrial units gradually
decreased in weight.
The decreasing proportion of SMEs in the period between
1951 and 1971 may be due to the following reasons: (i) the
small factories grew into medium or large ones (ii) foreign
multinational corporations surged into Hong Kong because of
its favourable investment environment at that time (iii)
the 1951 statistics may be unreliable and do not truely
reflect the picture at that time. (2)
The SMEs have also been providing most of the
employment opportunities, especially in recent years (table
1.4). This phenomenon may be due to the fact that SMEs
usually apply a low level of technology and automation and
tend to produce labour-intensive products. Table 1.5 shows
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Table 1.3
Number of Different Sizes of Manufacturing Establishments as
a Percentage of the Total Number of Manufacturing
Establishments
Size of
1951 (2) 1976 (3)establmt.(1) 1971 1980 1984
1-9 51.9 60.2 63.1 67.4
10-49 83 .7 34.6 29.5 27.7 25.2
50-99 10.4 6.6 6.1 5.3 4.3
SMEs 94.1 93.1 95.8 96.1 96.9
Medium (4) 8.6 6.0 3.7 3.5 2.8
Large (5) 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3
Total no 1,788 17,115 31,896 40,660 48,992
Table 1.4
Number of Employment in Different Sizes of Manufacturing
Establishments as a Percentage of the Total Number of
Employment in the Manufacturing Sector
Size of
establmt. (1) 1976 (3)1951(2) 1971 1980 1984
1-9 6.9 10.5 12.0 13.8
10-49 26. 2 21.5 24.5 25.9 28.6
50-99 14.3 13.2 16.7 16.2 15.7
SMEs 40.5 41.6 51.8 54.1 58.1
(4)Medium 28.2 28.9 28.334.333.0
Large(5) 13.719.9 17.026.7 24.2
936,807 904,709Total no 807,803593,49493,837
Notes:-
(1) Classified by number of persons engaged.
(2) Extracted from reference (1), pp.25
(3) Computed from 1976 Census of Industry, 1980 Survey of
Industrial Production and 1984 Annual Digest of
Statistics.
(4) Refers to the manufacturing establishments engaging 100
to 499 persons.
(5) Refers to the manufacturing establishments engaging 500
or more persons.
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that SMEs accounted for 36.8% of the working population in
1984.
In terms of gross output and national accounts value
added, SMEs also contributed a major portion among the three
segments (table 1.6).
Lastly, in table 1.7, it can be seen that the five
largest industries in Hong Kong, namely, garments, metal
products, electrical and electronics, textiles and plastics,
also consist of a large proportion of SMEs.
In conclusion, the following comment made by Dr. Victor
F.S. Sit in his Small Scale Industry In A Laissez-faire
Economy (pp.27) would still be applicable nowadays,
The record of growth of the small sector in terms
of number of establishments and employment has
thus indicated that the significance of the
smaller enterprises has not declined in a
situation of continuous growth.... The thesis
that a sizeable small sector is only
characteristic of an early stage of
industrialization and would gradually decline as a
country advances further in the process of




Economically Active Population by Industry,
1984 General Household Surveys
No. of
Industry People
Maunf ac turing 959,300 36.8
Wholesale Retail trade, restaurants 570,200 21.9
hotels
Services 470,400 18.0
Transport, storage & communications 206, 200 7.9
Construction 205,500 7.9
Financing, insurance, real estate 135,800 5.2
business services
Others 58,800 2.3
Source: 1985 Annual Digest of Statistics, Census &
Statistical Dept.
Table 1.6
Gross Output and National Accounts Value Added by Different
Sizes of Manufacturing Enterprises in 1983











in the Five Largest Industries in Hong Kong
Percentage SMEs' Gross SMEs' National
of SMEs by Gross Output Accounts value
Industry establmt Percentage Added Percentag,
Garment 93.0 38.8 41.5
Metal Products 98.1 53.8 52.1
Electrical Electronic 87.0 19.7 17.8
Textile 95.6 46.4 49.2
Plastic 98.1 71.3 66.4
Source: Calculated from 1983 Survey of Industrial Production.
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Scope and Objectives
The purpose of this research is to investigate the
typical investment decisions and the sources of financing of
the local SMEs. This is a descriptive study and is intended
to achieve the following objectives:-
(a) To examine the financing aspects of SMEs
How do the small entrepreneurs in Hong Kong finance
their businesses' growth and working capital? What are
the possible sources? Is financing a general problem
for SMEs? And what are the financing problems in SMEs?
(b) To analyse the capital investment decisions in SMEs
What are the typical investment decisions of SMEs?
How much outside expertise do the small entrepreneurs
employ? What are the possible sources of assistance?
Are their previous investments effective and justified?
The research was carried out through a case-study
approach. In this report, the discussion will be based on
the interviews and studies on seven factories(3). Although
some of them are actually medium-size factories and not the
'SMEs' that we have defined in chapter one, all of them,
except one, still maintain the characteristics of the
Chinese entrepreneur and management style. They underwent
the SME stage and their opinions are still quite useful.
All of them, except one, were referred by my friends or the
Hong Kong Productivity Centre(4). The exception is the one
which I worked in last summer. Information about it was
collected through the various informal contacts with the
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owners of the factory during my three months of employment.
I visited five of the six factories and had personal
interviews with the owner or managing director of each
factory. The remaining one (which was not visited, due to
the tight schedule of the owner and managers) was
interviewed by telephone instead. Each interview lasted for
about forty five minutes to one and half hours, and was
conducted in the period between late January to February of
1986.
The interview questions were centered around the
previously mentioned objectives. A list of the probing
questions and topics is given in Appendix I. Because the
financial matters of a company are a very sensitive issue,
establishing rapport was very important in the interview
process and all companies were assured that their company
names would not be disclosed and that no quantitative
information be required.
I must admit that the sample size was quite small as
compared to the total population of local SMEs. It was,
indeed, a convenience sample, which would by no means be
scientific. However, my adviser and I are fully aware of
this shortcoming but we still still adopt such methodology
for the following reasons:-
i. it is intended to be an exploratory study
ii. a large-scale survey was impossible because I worked
on the project myself and resources were limited
iii. it was assumed that the local SMEs had very similar
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features in their financing thus, the sample error
would be small even with a small sample size.
Besides interviewing owners and managing directors of
small factories, I also interviewed three banking officers
and discussed with them the banking policies on SMEs. They
were all MBA graduates of our programme and were working
with two large British banks. As they were giving their own
opinions and not speaking for their banks, their names and
their bank names will not be disclosed in this report.
(1) See Man, P.J.L., Kwun Tong Economic Organizations Study
Data Book, Social Research Centre, C.U.H.K., 1973.
(2) Many SMEs were known to have existed but were not
registrable under the Factories Industrial Undertakings
Ordinance at that time the Labour Department only
registered those factories employing 20 or more persons,
or those with a smaller employment size but using
dangerous fuels.
(3) I interviewed an eighth factory which had only three
workers. However, the owner was quite unwilling to talk
and very little information was obtained the information
was then discarded from the sample.
(4) The HKPC kindly referred a total of fifteen companies to
me. Subsequently, three of them granted interviews to me.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF COMPANIES STUDIED
AND
COMMON TYPES OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT DECISIONS
The first half of this chapter is to give the
background information and brief histories of the factories
that were studied. There were many difficulties in
extracting the histories of the companies because most of
the owners were second-generation executives and had limited
knowledge of the founding history of their own companies,
and, secondly, all the factories studied were rather small
and underwent little changes over the years, or, in other
words, their histories are rather simple and 'unexciting'.
After all, this research does not aim at studying business
policy but the methods of financing thus, I feel that the
information provided can serve the purpose.
As the names of the subjects are not to be disclosed,
'Company A', 'Company B',... will be used to notate the
seven factories. 'Mr. A', 'Mr. B' and so on will be used to
represent the corresponding interviewees. Table 2.1 on pp.
25 summarizes the background information of the seven
factories. The list is arranged in a descending order, from
large to small size.
Company A is a knitwear factory. It is a family
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Table 2.1 A Summary of the Background of
the Companies Studied
Co. Nature of Business Person Interviewed
A A limited liability knitwear factory Mr. A is the son
has been a family business established of the founder
for more than 20 years employing about and is now the
200 workers (and another 2,000 workers Managing Director
in a subsidiary in PRC)
B A limited company producing high-class, Senior executive
fashion garments has about 200 workers in cost account
(detailed history not available) ing
C A factory producing toy gear boxes a Owner and owner's
sole-proprietor company established in wife (information
1970 employing about 100 factory work- collected through
ers and another 150 family workers it writer's summer
job experienceclaims itself to be the major toy gear
boxes producer in Hong Kong
Son of founder andD A limited company producing polyurethene
and polystyrene products, rubber and PVC now the chief
gloves a family business established executive
for more than thirty years employing
about 100 workers
Vice-President ofE A wholly-owned subsidiary of an American
the companycompany parent company established by
Mr. E and another partner in early 70s
the local factory has beenset up for
about 18 months and is to re-manufacture
second-hand bearings employing about
45 workers
Son of founderF A small plastic toy factory established
in mid-seventies a partnership in
nature employing about 40 workers
Son of founder anyG Also a plastic toy factory a sole-
now the factoryproprietor and family business employ
manager.ing thirteen workers.
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business and was founded by the father of Mr. A. Initially,
its products were sold through import/export firms. Later,
the founder shifted to establishing direct contacts with
foreign buyers and concentrating on large orders. In about
1976, it was succeeded by Mr. A from his father. Being
educated overseas, Mr. A later moved it to the present site
at Fo Tan in order to modernize it and have a larger
production capacity. In 1982, attracted by the low labour
cost and the favourable investment environment in the PRC,
the company set up an auxillary plant in the Shenzhen
Special Economic Zone to produce semi-finished parts for the
local operation. At present, the factory has about 200
workers while the PRC subsidiary has about 2000 workers.
Company B is another garment factory. It focuses on
producing high-class fashion clothes for export. It now has
about 200 workers. (Mr. B is a cost accounting executive
and has only worked in it for about two years he could not
tell me much about the history.)
Company C is the toy gearbox factory where I worked
last summer. The owner, Mr. C, and his wife started it in
1970. Initially, they produced metal moulds only because
Mr. C was a skilled worker in that area. Later, they began
to produce some simple toy gearboxes for local toy
manufacturers. They were very successful in this and they
gradually shifted to produce toy gearboxes and toy
accessories instead. They now have about 100 workers and
another 150 family workers.
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Company D produces polyurethene and polystyrene
products, rubber and PVC gloves. It is a family business
which has been established for more than thirty years, and
was succeeded by the son of the founder. I t first started
by making the simplest form of latex foams and its buyers
have mainly been the local small producers. In the recent
ten years, it automated its equipment and diversified into
producing other rubber and PVC products. It now has a
factory in the Taipo Industrial Estate and has about 100
workers in total.
Company E is a subsidiary of an American company. It
has been established for only about eighteen months and is
in the business of 're-manufacturing' of bearings, i.e.
recycling of second-hand bearings. The parent company
produces bearings and other light metal accessories such as
.
bolts and nuts. There are two other subsidiaries, one in
Sweden and one in Japan. The whole group can be viewed as a
small multinational firm. The company was set up by Mr. E
and his partner in the early seventies. In 1984, Mr. E felt
that the opening of PRC's domestic market would mean an
opportunity for their bearing business. He then decided to
come to Hong Kong and set up a small plant to trade in used
bearings from the parent plant and the subsidiaries,
re-cycle them and sell them to China. At present, there are
about forty-five workers-in the local plant.
Companies F and G are typical local small factories.
Both of them have been producing simple, low-priced plastic
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toys and other novelties that had once made the Hong Kong
toy industry prosperous. Quite similar to each other, they
are still rather small and have undergone little changes.
Company G has only thirteen workers and company F has around
40 workers. Their customers are mainly local toy retailers
and the export firms, who would export their products to
developing countries. Their equipment is simple and their
production processses are still very labour-intensive.
Common Types of Capital Investment Decisions
The most common and frequent investment decision that
would be encountered by the small manufacturers is the
replacement of old machines. Because most small factories
are rather backward and labour-intensive, their machines,
which may be sewing machines, lathes, hydraulic presses or
some hand tools, are quite often simple and low-cost. They
are either slow in obtaining the advanced equipment or
cannot afford to do so. Perhaps these asset replacements
are the only investments of most small factories, especially
for those having only a few workers.
For medium-sized or fast growing small factories,
automation and computerisation may then be the key
investment items. Such investment can greatly improve the
productivity and, thus, the profitability of a factory.
Part of the manual production processes may be partially
automated through the installation of pneumatic systems or
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the introduction of more advanced machines, e.g. numeriacl
controlled machines or other computerisd equipment.
Long-term funds are required not only for purchasing the
equipments and machinery but also for covering the increase
in working capital due to employing more technical staff.
For instance, Company A is now launching a project which
utilises computers to control some of its operation
processes.
Some, though not many, small-to-medium sized factories
may need to improve the quality control of their products,
in order to meet more stringent specifications. They may
then need to invest in setting up new departments. Company
C is a good example of this instance it set up its Q.C.
department and engineering department only a few years ago.
At this point, I want to note that the local small
factory, as well as the manufacturing sector as a whole,
would rarely invest in research and development (R D)
because their products, which are usually of low technology,
are mature and have a large market demand, e.g. simple toy
novelties, clothing, etc. The engineering departments, if
any, of most factories are just for solving the daily
production and technical problems and 'copying' new product
designs from overseas. Hence, R D is not an important
investment area for the local small manufacturers.
When a factory finds its production capacity inadequate
and can expand no more at its current site, it will then
face an investment decision of whether setting up a
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subsidiary plant or relocating to larger premises. Very
often, a small manufacturer will elect the later because it
is easier to exercise direct control in one plant than in
two or more. However, in the recent five or six years, many
medium-to-large sized factories moved a large part of their
operations into PRC by setting up an auxiliary plant there,
because of the lower labour costs in China.
Occasionally, a small manufacturer may diversify
his/her products by setting up new product lines, which are
almost always related to the current products. Generally
speaking, small factory owners tend to be conservative they
do not like to take risks in a new field that they are not
familiar with. I remembered that I once tried to persuade
my summer-job boss that her goods were in the later phase of
a product life cycle and that it was time to think of a new
market. She just gave me a cold reponse and said she was
too old to think of new things!
Besides the above, there is one more type of investment
in some larger sized factories--- inventory stock. It can
be raw materials, semi-finished or finished goods or quotas.
Sometimes, a firm may find it profitable to order a large
stock of raw materials when the costs are low, or it may
need to do so to meet a large order, or may do so for
re-selling to others. For example, the factory manager of
Company D said that selling their raw materials stock to
others not only could give them a profit but was also one
form of their finance (as they could adjust their stock
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level to meet different cash requirements).
According to the discussion with the interviewee in
Company B, the stocking of quotas is very common. It may be
crucial in the garment industry, because one cannot export
without quotas, even if he/she gets the order. Additional
finance is always reaquired in order to build up a large
quota reserve. On the other hand, the stocking of
semi-finished and finished goods is comparatively rare as
most small factories can only afford to produce against
orders rather than to produce for stock.
In conclusion, most small manufacturers only need to
make simple and small investments most of the time.
Moreover, the terms of the investemnts are relatively
short-to-medium. They usually expect the return rate of
their investment to be high enough to repay the costs of the
equipment and machinery in one year or less, and as long as
three years. For this reason, they would seldom need a
finance department for the funding decisions. All the seven
factories studied have accounting departments only. And Mr.
A explained that they did not need to do budgeting or cash
flow analysis as the timing of any cash payments were
already in their mind. Also, it is difficult for them to
forecast or budget because they are producing on orders.
Concerning consultancy, small manufacturers usually
seek the advice of their bankers for their financial
matters. As mentioned by one of the interviewees, Mr. E,
they prefer to do so because the bankers' advice is on an
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informal basis and they do not charge any consultancy fee.
Only in more crucial investment decisions would they seek
the help of professional bodies. They would also consult
the Trade Development Council or the Hong Kong Productivity




SOURCES AND PROBLEMS OF FINANCING
IN
SMALL MANUFACTURING BUSINESSES
We are going to discuss the various forms of financing
in Hong Kong's small manufacturing business. Relating to
daily business operations, short-term financing is to be
discussed in the coming section. The next section then
turns to the longer-term financing sources, which account
for the major kinds of investment discussed in the previous
chapter. Finally, in the last section, I shall discuss the
problems of financing in small manufacturing businesses.
Short-Term Financing
There are three main forms of short-term financing fox
small manufacturers. The first one is the credit line
facilities of banks. The second is the trade credit from
suppliers. The third is short-term loans from banks.
Short-term finance is very important to the daily operations
of the business, and this chapter will discuss the various
forms of short-term financing of small factories.
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Credit Line Facilities
Banking facilities have been proliferating local
business sectors. Although there are no actual statistics
:)n the percentage of firms that have access to bank credit
Line facilities, a banking executive that I interviewed
estimated that the gross percentage might be well above 90%.
Ln fact, all the seven factories studied do have access to
overdraft facilities some even hold two or more active
--urrent accounts with several banks.
As explained by the banking executive, credit-line
facilities usually consists of three parts: the general
banking facilities, the overdraft credit line and the trust
receivable credit line.
General Banking Facilities are mainly used for covering
guarantees or deposits. It is not actual cash credit but it
plays an important role to small manufacturers. For
example, a small factory owner may need to pay a large sum
of deposit to the power company for his/her lighting
installation instead of paying money out of one's pocket,
he/she can make use of such facility to 'pay' the deposit at
a minimal cost.
The overdraft is the credit facility that small
manufacturers frequently use. Checks can be drawn until the
overdraft amount exceeds the credit line. As an overdraft
credit line is a revolving facility, it is a very convenient
form of short-term financing for the small manufacturers.
Tangible form of secured assets may or may not be
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required for such facility, depending on the
creditworthiness of a factory. Usually, a bank would demand
little or no secured assets if a factory has a long and
reputable relationship with them. Even in cases where
secured assets are required, the value is usually not the
full value of the credit line. For example, if you have a
sum of money in a fixed deposit, say $500,000, you can use
it as security and obtain a credit line of one million
dollar. In my interview with Mr. A, he complained to me
that his banker gave him a larger than necessary credit
line, and that he could hardly utilise more than 607 of it.
In general, obtaining this source of finance is not very
difficult, even for a rather new company.
Trust receivable (T.R.) refers to the amount' payable of
the letter of credit (L/C) opened with a bank. This is also
an important portion of a credit line as most local
manufacturers need to purchase overseas. Trust receivable
usually requires no security because the ownership of the
goods by the bank is security in itself. Hence, in most
cases, the T.R. credit line of a factory is larger than the
overdraft amount.
Trade Credit
Trade credit in small factories is usually not a very
'conscious' form of financing as giving and receiving of
trade credit is quite automatic in the normal day-to-day
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business and, especially, the small businessmen frequently
do not have any rigid ideas or policy about the giving of
credit. However, it is still of significance to small
factories. Most of the seven factories have 'net' credit
terms from their suppliers (see table 3.1), and all of them
agree that it was an important source of finance to their
business.










Note: Terms were given from the judgement of the
interviewees and may not represent the actual
terms.
For small factories who have tight cash balances and do
not have sufficient credit lines, they will rely heavily on
the trade credit from their suppliers (i.e. they will very
often pay later than the agreed payment term.) On the other
hand, small factories may have large debtors too because
they may be less efficient in the collection of their debts,
and they are also in a weaker position to ask their debtors
to pay quickly, especially if the debtors are large firms.
Hence, the net trade credit received may not be very large.
The main function of trade credit is probably, as a very
short-term source of financing, to regulate the daily
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business transaction.
In Hong Kong, most factories are producing for export.
They usually, if not always, sell goods and buy raw
materials on L/C terms and have minimal or no trade credit.
Despite so, this method of payment is, in fact, rather
beneficial than harmful to them it enables them to get back
their money tied up in the finished goods quickly and
securely. Although they also have to pay their overseas
suppliers on L/C, there will still be a net and stable cash
inflow because of the value added in their products, which
contains not only the material costs but also the labour
costs, profit etc.
Short-term Bank Loans: Packing Loan,
Merchandise Loan, MIL, etc.
Occasionally, some small factories may obtain a large
order that exceed their production capacity and financial
constraints. Or, sometimes, they may need to meet special
and costly specifications or to sell their products on
consignment. They can then arrange a short-term loan with
their bankers. The packing loan and the merchandise loan
are two examples. Also, the Hongkong Bank has a
Manufacturers Instalment Loan (MIL) scheme (see Appendix
II). This MIL is to assist small-to-medium sized
manufacturers solve temporary tight cash flow problem,
mainly to relieve their pressures on meeting large orders.
The amount of the loan scheme varies from HK$10,000 to
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HK$200,000 and the repayment period can be 6 or 12 months.
Interest is charged at flat rate per month and there is no
need of any tangible security. There are also similar loan
scheme in other China and local Chinese banks.
Bills Negotiation, Factoring Other Internal Sources
As mentioned previously, in Hong Kong, most small
factories have their business transactions overseas through
L/C. Bills and open accounts are rather infrequent in the
small manufacturing sector and would only be found in some
larger-sized or long established factories. Hence, bills
negotiation and factoring are NOT significant sources of
finance to small factories. This fact is illustrated by the
fact that Hong Kong has no large Acceptance House that is
specialised for the purpose bank and finance companies play
the role instead.
Certainly, a factory can also use its internal sources,
which will be discussed in more details in the following
section, to finance its short-term financial needs. For
example, a company can free its funds through the management
of its assets. If it has marketable securities or trade
investments, it can put them back to the company for use.
Or it can lower its materials/finished goods stock, hence,
lowering the trade credit too, to release the tied up money.
(However, it is doubtful whether many small factories can do
so because their inventory control is usually rather poor
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and they produce only on orders, which means that they do
not order much materials.)
Long-Term Financing
As mentioned in the last chapter, the small
manufacturer has several kinds of fixed asset investments,
which may be to set up a new subsidiary plant or, more
typically, to replace old machines and equipment. Long-term
financing will then be required. Unlike the large
corporation, the small business has no access to the capital
market and, thus, will have sources different from the large
companies. There are three main sources of finance to small
factories, namely, the internal sources of finance, term
loans and mortgage loans.
Internal Sources of Finance
No matter how large a company is, internal finance is
always the first, the cheapest, and most immediate source
for a company's own investment. This is especially true for
small factories, which may not be able to obtain external
funds easily. Even for the larger factories who have good
credit ratings and have easy access to bank loans, they will
still look at their internal source first instead of
borrowing from banks. The Vice President of Company E, the
American subsidiary that re-manufactures bearings, agreed
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that internal sources accounted for about two third of their
investments they used to transfer funds from their parent
company instead of borrowing.
Also, perhaps the Chinese businessmen are traditionally
more or less conservative and do not often think of using
financial leveage. The Managing Director of Company A told
me that he would only make an investment decision if he had
more than enough internal resources.
Internal funds are mainly derived from the cash from
operations, which includes the depreciation allowance and
the past profit generated from the business. If a factory
is a limited company or has a well established accounting
system, the fund would usually remain within the company in
the form of retained earnings after dividend payments. For
factories that are unlimited liability in nature, especially
the sole proprietary business, the excess cash would very
often be taken out in the form of drawings. The equity
value of such factories fluctuates frequently and it is hard
to separate the owners' personal property from that of the
company. Hence, in case financing is required, say, for the
replacement of machines, or for expansion of capacity, the
small owner will then look at their personal resouces. The
mortgage loan is a typical way to release the value of their
personal property, especially their own flats. Internal
sources of funds is even more prevalent in partnership
factories as equity can be raised more easily through the
sharing of several partners.
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Long-Term External Finance
The term loan and the mortgage loan are two common
types of long term external finance for local small
factories. Though being minor sources of funds for small
businesses, they are often used for the financing of major
plants and machinery or factory premises and buildings, if
the internal funds are inadequate.
A term loan may not come only from banks and finance
companies. Family, friends and associates in business are
also potential sources.
In general, when borrowing from the financial
institutions, especially from the American banks, a company
is not only required to provide some form of security but
also needs to show a reasonable prospect of good and stable
earnings in the future. A factory will more likely be
granted a loan if it has a high annual sales volume and lots
of orders in hand.
Though not a must, some form of security will usually
be required for a long-term loan. If no tangible security
is required, the factory either has very good
creditworthiness or is being charged at a high floating
rate. A mortgage loan is, in fact, another form of a term
loan the difference is that the security offered is usually
in the form of premises or buildings. In case of a capacity
expansion, a factory can purchase its new building or even
the whole new plant through a mortgage loan.
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Other Possible Sources of Financing
Hire-purchase is also a common form of medium-term
financing and it is used by small factories for relatively
small purchases of machinery and, mainly, motor vehicles.
This form of financing is particularly interesting to the
small, rapidly growing firms at an early stage of their
development, when they have not established a good
creditability for bank loans and their retained earnings are
not yet large enough.
A business hire-purchase agreement is similar in
principle to that of the consumer's instalment purchase: the
buyers asks the finance company to buy the asset, hires it
for a specified period and then exercises the option to buy
it for a nominal sum when all hire charges and instalments
have been paid. The item to be hired is usually an
identifiable piece of equipment it must not consist of a
number of component parts of a larger piece of equipment, or
large numbers of small unidentifiable items. And
preferably, it should have a useful life longer than the
hire-purchase period and have a ready sale market.
Hire-purchase does not usually require any tangible
security and is comparatively easy to arrange. Some, but
not many, small factory owners may, indeed, prefer it over
going to the bank manager and explain, or even need to
defend, their request. However, this does not mean that the
finance company will not enquire into the financial
conditions of the borrower the first transaction always
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involves some inquires into one's credit status, although
later transactions may well be easier.
Equipment leasing is a possible source of financing but
is seldom being considered by small factories. The main
reasons may be that most equipment and machinery of small
factories are low value and do not need to be leased, and,
secondly, most small manufacturers would prefer 'owning' an
asset to renting it. After all, the tax saving benefit of
leasing to the small factories is minimal because they
already have many 'tax avoidance' methods, especially for
the unlimited companies which do not need to audit their
taxable accounts. Thus, leasing is less attractive to small
factories.
Financing Problems in Small Factories
From the interviews, I find that financing is not a
general problem for the small factories in Hong Kong. All
the seven interviewees agreed that companies that have done
well should have no problems in financing. As mentioned
before, Company A was granted a more than enough credit line
which it could only utilise about 60%. Company G, the small
plastics toy factory, also said that if a factory was
performing well, its buyer(s) would be willing to pay it
earlier or even invest in it.
Maybe these are just some of the 'lucky' companies or
they did not tell the truth. (1)
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The typical financing problem of small firms is that
they do not have enough credit standing for a credit line
and bank loan. In that case, it would be difficult for them
to get trade credit from their suppliers too. Hence, they
would have to rely heavily on their internal sources. They
may be able to survive the shortage of fund if their rate of
return is high enough and a large part of their profit is
retained, or if they are lucky to find new equity through a
new partner or through borrowing from friends. Otherwise,
they will have no way but to squeeze their trade credit.
The costs, both tangible and intangible, of trade
credit may be quite high. A factory would have to forgo the
trade discount when using extended credit, which may be more
costly than the costs on overdraft, particularly in times of
low interest rates. Also it runs the risk of damaging its
goodwill, for example, people may be doubtful about its
liquidity condition and refuse to trade further on open
account.
Many small factories do not have a rigid idea or policy
about how much trade credit it can provide. (Maybe most of
them do have some vague ideas of who should be granted a
certain term and who should not be granted they do not have
a integral view on this matter.) The giving of extra credit
and discounts is frequently a form of competition, and,
certainly, a result of-bargaining. A clear set of policies
can help a company figure out how much it can finance
others, and to formulate systematic control and financing
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policies. (2)
Among the seven factories interviewed, only Company E
has a rough set of trade credit policy. They would accept
spot cash as their first priority. Secondly, they would
also prefer payment on L/C terms. Thirdly, they would
accept open accounts up to 180 days. And, finally, they
would also allow post-dated checks if they think the buyer
is trustworthy. Many local exporting manufacturers always
insist on selling on L/C, which would not only waste a lot
of time in communications but also lead to lost sales in
certain cases.
Excessive trade credit is always unhealthy to a
business. If it receives too much credit, it is acquiring
current liabilities which it cannot pay off with enough
current assets. On the other hand, some factories may be
giving too much trade credit to its buyers in pursuit of
sales, especially in the early phases of a company's life.
It may also be in danger of over-trading and it may also run
the risks of acquiring bad debts. In both cases, a firm
will become increasingly illiquid.
The small factories are more vulnerable in times of
credit squeeze as the working capital of most small
factories are just enough for the daily operations. The
week before the Chinese New Year is usually the seasonal
credit tightening period, which most small owners experience
annually. As mentioned before, a small factory is usually
in a weaker position to force its buyers to make early
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payments.
The credit status of a factory is also a problem in
medium-to-long term financing. In addition, the
availability of assets for security and the prospects.of
business are two other factors.
As already discussed in the previous section, long-term
financing generally requires some form of tangible security.
This means that the availability of external funds would be
highly dependent on the availability of internal resources,
which is, in effect, the result of business profitability
and profit accumulation.
If a factory cannot provide sufficient assets for
security purpose, it may still be able to borrow, but at
very high interest rates, due to the risk premium. The
Managing Director of Company 'A told me that he knew a
factory owner, who was a friend of him,.had once borrowed
from a small local Chinese bank at an interest rate of 25%
per annum. (However, it is a pity that the market interest
rate at that time was unknown.)
Sometimes, a bank will demand financial statements
before lending. This can be an obstacle to most small
manufacturers. This is because most of them do not possess
a good set of 'trustful' accounts for example, they may not
keep good records of their inventory stock, or fixed assets,
etc. (According to a banking executive that I interviewed,
the Manufacturers Instalment Loans of the Hongkong Bank was
targeted at this segment of customers.) It would be even
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more diffcult for them to provide future cash flow
statements or budgets, etc. However, the bank would be
satisfied if one can prove that his/her sales volume is high
and there are lots of orders in hand.
Due to a lack of financial knowledge or miscalculation
of future profitability, some small factory owners may try
to use some forms of short-term finance to acquire fixed
assets. For instance, the factory manager of Company D said
that they purchased some equipment with their bank
overdraft, thinking that they could repay the money in a few
months. But orders were unexpectedly low and the interest
rate rose. As a result, they had to cope with a tight
credit line for almost one year.
In conclusion, financing is an individual problem in
the small industry. The financing problem is usually more
urgent for the newly established small factories it may
lead to financial problems, which may then bring it to
bankruptcy. However, for the older companies, it is the
other way round, i.e. poor business performance together
with a lack of financial skills foster financial problems,
and then financing problems will ensue.
(1),(2) As the interviewees did not provide much informat-
ion about their problems, part of this section is
supplemented from the reference by Bates, J. Hally,




BANKERS' AND GOVERNMENT'S ROLES
ON THE
SMALL MANUFACTURING BUSINESSES IN HONG KONG
In this research study, I interviewed three banking
executives, who are all our MBA graduates, and collected
some ideas of the bankers's views of the local small
manufacturing businesses. Understanding the bankers' roles
and attitudes is very important as it can help us meet their
requirement and avoid some of the problems in financing.
Although I must admit that this part of the study is not
very detailed and may be just some subjective opinions of
several people, I think their comments should be applicable
and justifiable in the local environment. In the later
section, I try to incorporate the government's role in the
picture too. Strictly speaking, the Hong Kong Government
plays no part in the financing of small manufacturing
businesses instead, it provides some back-up functions for
them. As I did not intend to conduct a in-depth study into
the government policy, this part of the materials are
mainly based on the .reading of Dr. F.S. Sit's study, the




In fact, this topic was touched more or less in the
previous chapters.
Small. factories are, in general, less creditworthy than
the large companies. If a loan to a small factory turns
sour, the loss can be very high as the assets of a small
factory are of little value. Despite this, the small
industrial sector is not particularly bad for the local
banking industry. In one of the interviews, one banking
executive said that some small factories are quite reliable
and are good customers.
As lending to small factories is a risky business,
bankers would be very cautious in identifying the potential
and reliable customers. In most lending to small factories,
bankers usually consider several factors: (i) the financial
standing of a small factory (ii) the business prospect
(iii) the relationship with the bank, and finally, (iv) the
availabililty of tangible secured asset.
First, a banker would require financial statements to
understand the financial status of a company, although they
would seldom '.believe' in such statements. They would then
examine* the sales volumes and turnover ratio and visit a
company to inquire further into the business condition. It
is best to show them there are lots of orders on hand in
order to convince them that prospects are good. Finally, a
bank would then take account of the business relationship
factor.
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Certainly, the emphasis differs from bank to bank. The
American banks normally place more emphasis on the
prospects. The British banks would consider security more
important while the local Chinese banks would value the
business relationship. In general, the services of the
American and local Chinese banks are more 'friendly' and
'customerized' than those of the British banks, as stated by
Mr. E.
Moreover, commercial banks would prefer short-to-medium
term loans. Most of the terms of their lending are in the
range of one to three years. The MIL scheme as mentioned in
the last chapter is just an example of a medium term loan.
This characteristic does match with the demand of the small
manufacturers, who are mostly in need of short-to-medium
term funds.
Finally, bankers play an important role to the local
small industries they do not only act as financiers but
also as advisers to the small factory owners. They usually
build up personal relationships with the owners and advise
them in their financial matters, for example, to tell them
the best ways to invest their excess cash from operations,
or how they can obtain the cheapest funds, etc.
Government's Role
There was a Government Financial Assistance Scheme to
small industries in 1972, but the scheme was stopped in 1976
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because of the stringent requirements and, thus, the
lukewarm responses. Under the guiding principle of
non-intervention, the Hong Kong Government does not provide
direct assistance and subsidy to the small factories yet it
provides a lot of backing facilities to help and direct
them.
As discribed by Dr. Sit, there is a three-tier loose
system of support for the local industry (see Appendix
III).(1) There are three major components in it, namely,
government departments, semi-official institutions and those
trade and industry associations.
The policies on the development of Hong Kong industry
are carried out through five Government departments. The
five departments are: (a) Trade, Industry and Customs
Department, (b) Labour Department, (c) Education Department,
(d) Fire Services Department, and (e) Public Works
Department. The Legislative and Executive Councils set up
policies and enact ordinances and regulations for the
manufacturing industry and these f ive departments are
responsible for implementing these policies and regulations.
The Government also provides industry with a set of
semi-official agents. They are established in response to
expressed needs of commerce and industry. They are all
subvented by the Government. These agents include: (a) Hong
Kong Productivity Centre (HKPC), (b) Hong Kong Trade
Development Council (TDC), (c) Federation of Hong Kong
Industries, (d) Hong Kong Export Credit Insurance
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corporation, and (e) the two universities. In the recent
ten years, the government also established an industrial
estate development body to provide cheap industrial land to
industry. In general, these organizations provide many
useful and important services to the local industry, and in
some cases specifically to small industry. For example,
there are services in the areas of manpower training,
technical and management consultancy, laboratory testing,
export promotion, export credit insurance facilities etc.
The third major element in the concept of a loose
supportive system is the trade and industrial associations
of an incoporated nature. Some of the leading ones are the
General Chamber of Commerce, the Chinese Manufacturers'
Association, the Chinese General Chamber of Commerce and the
Indian Chamber of Commerce. The primary aim of these
organizations is to promote the interests of their
respective members. Their comments and opinions are quite
often influential in exerting influence on government
policies and proposals.
The work of these organizations is coordinated and
guided by a number of advisory boards and committees, some
statutory and some non-statutory.
From the above description, it can be seen that,
despite the fact that the Government does not provide direct
subsidy or assistance. to the small industry, the loose
system of support does provide many important services that
are related to the growth and development of large and small
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manufacturing enterprises in Hong Kong.
(1)For more details, please refer to chapter 5 to 8 of the
Small Scale Industry In A Laissez-faire Economy: A Hong




Although the Government does not provide any direct
subsdidy to the local small manufacturing enterprises,
financing does not seem to be a general and urgent problem
in most of the small factories. This is partly due to the
fact that their investments are mostly simple and low in
value, and partly because various form of financing from
banks, finance companies and others, are available to the
small owners.
In the short term, the small factories can use credit
line facilities, short-term bank loans and other sources to
meet their daily business requirements. In the long term,
they may be more dependent on their internal sources to
finance their major expansion. Essentially, all their
internal resources come from savings of the profit and
depreciation allowance from operation. Hence, prudent
management of the assets and the financial resources is, in
fact, a critical factor for the success and health of a
small factory. For longer term external sources of funds,
the future profitability of a small business is very
important not only because it is a consideration of the
lender but also because only a fast return rate can generate
enough fund to repay the investments, which are uusually of
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rather short term.
On the other hand, for those small factories that are
financially stable and have easy access to external funds,
their financing decisions may be too conservative and not
optimal. This is because their over-reliance on their own
savings and inadequate leveage constrained their business
growth. As a result, they may still remain small or medium
even after many years. (Certainly, other factors such as
management characteristics do have influence on the growth
rate too.)
Also, the lack of R D may help*to avoid the occurence
of financing problems in small factories. Expertise and
technology are supplied to small industry by the government
and semi-official organizations. Hence, there is no need of
tying up extra fund into such 'maybe' non-rewarding
investments and the small owners can concentrate their cash
and efforts on production. However, this can also lead to
other problems, especially to a fragile industrial base.
As a whole, the laissez-faire policy does build up a
strong, mobile and fast-responding small manufacturing
sector. It works under a social Darwinism principle the
weaker small industrial units are constantly eliminated
through the unavailability of finance and only the
profitable and financially healthy companies survive.
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Recommendation for Further Studies
First, I think that the extent of leveage of small
manufacturing business would be an interesting area- of
study. Age, size and industries, etc. may all have
different effects on the leveage ratio of small factories.
However, it is doubtful whether this suggestion is feasibile
as the small factory owners may be unwilling to provide the
financial details for such a project, and there may also be
problems in defining the owners' equity of private unlimited
businesses.
A scientific sampling survey would also be a good idea
in order to understand currently the importance and priority
of various problem areas in small factories. By doing so,
we can pinpoint at the' problems of SMEs and design
appropriate solutions to solve their immediate problems.
Perhaps, it would be also worthwhile to conduct a
survey on the percentage of small factories that have access
to bank overdraft facilities, and to examine why they do not
utilise them. This study may help the local banking sector
to evaluate the market penetration of credit line
facilities.
From my summer job experience, I was surprised to learn
that there were many tax avoidance and tax evasion methods
in the small factories.- For those who have been thinking of
setting up a small factory, it would be quite fruitful to
start a project to study such methods!
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Finally, I think it is also advisable to study some of
the fast growing small factories in the past ten or fifteen
years and identify their growth strategies. The project
would be similar to the work of my adviser in his doctoral
research. I am sure that such a research project would not
only be a valuable learning experience but would also give




List of Probing Questions Topics
1. General--- Could you tell me your history of develop-
ment? How did it expand and where were the sources of
fund? What is the nature of business? Is it a
sole-proprietorship or partnership? What kinds of
products do you produce? Do you seek import/export
firms to market your products or you market them
yourselves?
2. Suppliers Customers--- Where are your suppliers
(customers)? What is the usual credit terms? Is trade
credit an important form of financing to you? Do you
have to factor your accounts receivable or bills?
3. Plant Equipment--- What are the major equipments in
your factory? Do you purchase them from bank loan(s)
or from internal source(s) of fund? Have you ever
considered to hire-purchase instead?
4. Financial Department and others--- Do you have any
financial department? Why and why not? Don't you need
to prepare budget or cash flow statement? Who makes
the financial decisions and how? Is there a clear set
of financial policy? What, if any, is your company's
target rate of return?
5. External Consultant--- Do you need to seek external
consultants to advise you in financial matters? Who
are they, if any? Are they helpful to you?
6. Bankers--- Who is/are your banker(s)? Are they British,
American or Chinese? What differences in treatment
have you encountered?
7. Others--- Is 'financing' a primary problems to your
company? If not, what is/are the more important
problem(s)? What is your opinions on the government'
lassiez-faire policy on local industry? Do you think
that the Hong Kong government should lend out more
suDDort to vou? What kinds of support do you need?
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Manufacturers Instalment Loans 中 小 型 廠 而 信 貸 計 劃
滙 豐 銀 行 中 小 型 廠 商 信 貸 計 畫 ] 申 請 書Designed specifically to assist small-to-medium
此 項 信 貸 計 劃 目 的 為 幫 助 中 小 型 廠 商 解 決
sized manufacturers through periods of temporary tight
暫 時 性 資 金 週 轉 ， 所 有 滙 豐 分 行 均 接 受cash flow, these loans are available at any branch of the 廠 名 ：
HongkongBank in Hong Kong. They are easy to apply 申 請 ， 手 續 簡 便 。 利 用 此 計 劃 之 按 月 定 額
for and, with their fixed repayment schedule, they
攤 還 方 式 ， 廠 商 可 更 有 效 地 處 理 及 運 用 其 成 立 日 期 ：商 業 登 記 號 碼 ：permit the manufacturer to know exactly how much he
公 司 的 資 源 。has to repay each month and for how long, giving him
control over the company's resources. 地址二：
敵 而 信 貸 計 劃 條 款 ：The terms and conditions of these loans are:-
Amount You can apply for a loan of any amount 貸 款 額 ： 由 港 幣 一 萬 至 二 十 萬 元 ； 按 廠 戶
電 話 負 責 人between HK$10,000 and HK$200,000 手 上 所 接 訂 單 及 經 營 情 況 而 定 。
depending on the size of your operation
and the quantity of orders in hand. 利 率 ： 劃 一 月 息 零 點 八 五 壓 。 經 營 行 業 ： 催 貝 人 數 ：
Interest 0.85% flat per month.
選 款 辦 法 ： 可 選 擇 六 個 月 或 十 二 個 月 攤 還 。Repayments You can choose to repay in either 6 or
資 本 額 ： ＄12 months. Repayments must be made 一 每 年 營 業 額 ： ＄（ 見 下 列 還 款 表 ）
monthly (see sample below).
手 續 費 ： 當 信 貸 獲 批 准 時 ， 本 行 將 收 取 信 貸Handling Fee A fee of 2% of the loan amount will be 滙 豐 銀 行 戶 口 號 碼 （ 如 已 開 戶 ） ：
總 額 百 份 之 二 。collected upon acceptance of the loan.
Security No tangible security is needed. The
抵 押 品 ： 毋 需 任 何 實 物 抵 押 ， 祇 需 廠 商 之personal guarantee of the manufacturer 請 列 明 其 他 銀 行 戶 口 及 借 貸 資 料
is all that is required. 私 人 袒 保 書 便 可 。
銀 行 戶 口 號 碼 借 貸 方 式 及 金 額 抵 押 品
獲 貸 款 之 廠 戶 ， 本 行 日 後 將 隨 時 派 員 到 訪 。The Bank will visit your factory from time to time.
To apply, simply complete the application form 申 請 手 續
attached to this leaflet and send it together with details
廠 戶 只 需 填 妥 附 表 及 連 同 有 關 訂 單 、 財 務
of orders, latest financial statements and your valid
資 料 和 有 效 之 商 業 登 記 証 及 廠 牌 ， 到 任 何business registration certificate and factory licence to 已 接 獲 有 效 訂 單 之 總 值 ＄
any HongkongBank branch. 滙 豐 銀 行 分 行 申 請 ． 木 行 即 派 員 到 廠 面 洽 －
現 欲 申 請 之 借 欸 額 ＄分 期 攤 還 貸 款 之 每 月 本 息 還 款 表MONTHLY REPAYMENT SCHEDULE
六 個 月(inclusive of interest of 0.85%flat per month) 十 二 個 月（劃一月息率零默八五壓計）： 還 數 期
Loan Amount 6 Months 12 Months 貸 款 額 六 個 月 十二個月
$ 10,000 $ 1,752 $ 919 $ 10,000 $ 1,752 $ 919
50,000 4,5928,759 50,000 8,759 4,592
100,000 17,517 9,184 100,000 17,517 9,184
150,000 26,275 13,775 150,000 26,275 13,775
200,000 35,034 18,367 200,000 35,034 18,367
Theaboveexamplesare given to illustrate loan andinterest 上表乃木息還款之舉例。中請人可按需要申請其他款額。
repayments.Applications maybe madefor other amounts.All 簽 署 及 公 司 印 章 日 期所報月息率依市況隨時修訂，請向就近瀝彆分行查詢最新利率。interest rates quotedare subjectto fluctuation. Pleasecheckwith
any HongkongBankbranchfor the latest figures.
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4ote. Besides representations from semi-official agents, trade associations and government departments all the advisory
boards and committees. with the exception of Certification Coordination Committee and Labour Advisory Board.
are also sat by influential individuals
Loans for Small Industry Committee ceased operation in 1976.
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